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EUV Emission From Titan's Upper Atmosphere' Voyager 1 Encounter
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Analysis of Titan's EUV emissionspectraobtainedat the Voyager 1 encounterdemonstratesthat
electronimpacton N2 above3600km accountsfor the bulk of the observedemissionshortof Lyman
a. In conjunctionwith the UVS solaroccultationdata it is concludedthat N2 is the major componentof
Titan's upper atmosphere,with upper limit mixing ratios at 3900 km on NeI, ArI, CO, H2, and HI of
0.01, 0.06, 0.05, 0.06, and 0.1, respectively. Magnetosphericelectrons interact with Titan's sunlit

hemisphere
to produce
a powerdissipation
rateof =2 x 109 W in •heexosphere
and=3 x 109 W
belowtheexobase,
withopticoal
signatures
fromnumerous
N2 bands,NI, andNII multiplets.
The N2
c4' (0-0) Rydberg band at 958 A acts as an optical probe of Titan's exospherebecauseof transmission
lossescausedby fluorescenceand predissociation.Magnetosphericelectronprecipitationproducesan

averagedaysideelectrondensityof ---3 x 103 cm-3 between3600and4000km, the regionof bright
limb emission. When Titan is within Saturn's magnetosphere, magnetospheric electron impact

dissociation
of N2 generatesan N atom escaperate of =3 x 1026s-• from Titan's exosphere.A
nonthermalH atomescaperate of =2 x 1026s-• is estimatedfrom magnetospheric
electronimpact
ionization of N2 followed by reactionswith CH4 and H2 and recombinationto produce hot H atoms.

analysisof this spectrum.Figure 2 showsa scanof emission

INTRODUCTION

The presence of N2 in Titan's atmospherewas first
suggestedby Lewis [1971], on the basis of his accretion
model,andby Hunten [1972].The well-knowndifficultiesin
ground-baseddetectionof N2 delayedconfirmationof its
presenceuntil the Voyagerflyby of Titan. Direct evidence
for N2 was obtainedfrom EUV-band emissionin the upper
atmosphereobservedby the ultravioletspectrometer
(UVS)
[Broadfoot et al., 1981]. The detection of HCN by the
Voyagerinfraredspectrometer[IRIS, Hanel et al., 1981]and
the neutral scaleheightinferred from the radio occultation
experiment[Tyler et al., 1981]also indicatea massiveN2
atmosphere.
In this article we describeobservationsand analysisof the

Voyager 1 EUV emissionspectraof Titan, givingresultsin
more detail and giving further analysisof the work first
reportedby Broadfootet al. [1981].The observations
in the

in the942-•-998-• region,predominantly
N2bands,andH
Ly a emissionas a function of altitude above planet center.
This limb scan is on the side of the planet facing into the
corotatingmagnetosphericplasma.Emissionabove5000km
in Figure 2 is dominatedby solarradiationscatteringof H Ly
a from the interstellar medium and the hydrogen torus [see

_Broadfoot
et al., 1981].Theweakpeakat 5000km,shownin
Figure 2 in the nitrogen band region, correlates with strong

line emissionat 1044--- 5 •, as shownin Figure3. The

probable
identity
istheresonance
lineofArI at 1048•, butit
is difficult to believe that argonis an abundantcomponentof
Titan's exosphere.The averagespectrumbetween4800 km
and 4300 km is shown in Figure 4. Many weak features are
near the countingnoiselevels.Real features,in additionto H

Ly a inthespectrum
of Figure4, areemission
at657-+3 •

andthe broademission
in the900-•-1100-• region,which
maybe weakN2 bands.The 657-• feature,identified
as
500-•-1700-• regionare dominated
by the emission
specbeing
partly
composed
of
NII
multiplets
at
645
and
671
•,
trum of electron-excited N2. The spectra contain other
persistsin the observationsshownin Figure 2 from 4800 km
down to the visible disk with an intensity varying only by a
factor of =2, while the N2-band emissionvaries by at least
detail below and discuss the other features briefly. The
an order of magnitude through this same altitude range.
detailedanalysisof the Titan hydrogencomponentis left to a
Figure 5 showsthe averagedspectrumin the 3900-km-3400later publication.
km region, which includes the peak emissionrate of the N2
bands at 3660 km. Table 1 gives the estimated intensitiesfor
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EUV OBSERVATIONS
features in this spectrum. Although the emission rates in
The sunlit atmosphereof Titan showsa spectrumcharacTable 1 are =3 times brighter in the N2 bands than in the
teristic of electron-excitedN2 and a prominent atomic hydisk-averagedspectrumof Figure 1, the spectrumis of lower

emitters, hydrogenin particular, and featuresthat have not
been positivelyidentified.We examinethe N2 emissionin

drogen
Ly-a 1216-.•line.Figure1 shows
a spectrum
of the qualitybecauseof shorterintegration
time. The 657-•

planetdaysideemissionaftersubtractionof a synthetic1216-

.• line, representing
the averageintensityof the sunlit
hemisphere.Table 1 givesthe intensitiesobtainedfrom the
This papernot subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1982by the
American GeophysicalUnion.

Paper number 1A1209.

feature is not detectable in the earlier disk-averaged spectrum of Figure 1.
The H Ly a emissionoriginatesfrom Titan's atmosphere,
the interstellar medium, and the hydrogen torus and exhibits
a weak peak at 3900 km in Figure 2, approximately 240 km
above the peak in the N2 Rydberg band emission. On the
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private communication, 1980) the N2 RYD band emissionin
the disk-averagedspectrumof Figure 1 must originatein the
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upper10•5cm-• of N2in Titan'satmosphere,
i.e., essentially
the exosphere, although it is not clear whether all of the
emission originates at the same altitude. The oscillator
strength of 0.22 [Zipf and McLaughlin, 1978] gives an

averagecrosssectionover the 0-0 bandof =10-•5 cm•.
Individual
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that exceed10-• cm2. The relativeintensitiesof the N2
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RYD 0-0, 0-1, and 0-2 bandsgiven in Table 1 are indicativeof
optical thickness in both the 0-0 and 0-1 bands, which
suggestsa nonthermal population of N2 vibrational levels in
the exosphere. These constraints eliminate solar photons
and photoelectrons as primary excitation sources for the
observed emissionin the N2 Rydberg bands, althoughother
N2 emissionsmay originate at lower altitudes.

Because
theNI (1134-•)multiplet
doesnothavecomparableintensity
to NI (1200,•) andismuchweakerin intensity
thanNII (1085•), thedominant
excitation
sourcemustbe
electronimpactonN2ratherthanN(4S)or N(2D).Fromthe
relevant cross section data of Winters [1966], Aarts and
DeHeer [1971], Mumma and Zipf [1971], Stone and Zipf
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[ 1973], Zipf and McLaughlin [1978], Zipf et al. [1982], and
Zipf and Gorman [1980], some cross sectionsfor electron
Fig. 1. Averageddaysidedisk spectrumof Titan. The accumu- impact processes on N2 are given in Table 2. From these
lated observationtime is 7246 s, startingat day 316/21:37U.T. The
cross sectionsthe intensity ratio N2 RYD/N2 BH shouldbe
spectrumhas been reducedby removalof internalinstrumental
WAVELENGTH

(ANGSTROMS)

of Te = 2 X 105K
scattering
anda 1216• synthetic
H Ly a lineto showthepresence =4 for an electronenergydistribution

of blendedfeatures. The heavy overplottedspectrumis a model (Table 1), but the observationsindicate N2 RYD/N2 BH = 1
calculationcomposedof N2, NI, and NII emissionsexcitedby and 0.5 on the disk average and bright limb spectra(Figures
electronimpacton N2 (seeTable 1). The majornitrogenemissions 1 and5), strongly
indicative
of N2 BH bandemission
below
are indicated on the figure.

the exobase where the N2 RYD bands are optically thick.
The modeledratio N2 RYD/NII 1085 -- 8.6, as comparedto
darkhemisphere
of Titan,theH Ly a lineis theonlyeasily the observedvalues of 2.3 and 1.1, indicatesa similar optical
detectable emission.
depth effect. At a different temperature electron energy
distribution the estimatedoptical depths would not be the
ELECTRONIMPACT ON N2: DISSOCIATION,IONIZATION,
same. With the exception of features that are optically thick
AND RADIATION
the inferred intensities given in Table 1 are in reasonable
The UVS detected
the C4'l•u+ -X l•g+ 0-0 and0-1 agreement with excitation cross sections obtained by Zipf
Rydbergbandsof N2 (N2RYD), theNI (4Sø-4P)
multipletat and McLaughlin [1978].
1134]•, andtheNII (3Dø-3P)
multiplet
at 1085,g,[Broadfoot The observations are analyzed by the application of synet al., 1981]. Marginal detectionof NI multipletsat 1200and thetic spectra of the known emitters. Figures 1 and 5 show
1243/• was alsoreported.Arguments
developed
in that model calculationsin comparisonwith the disk averageand
paper favor magnetosphericplasma interactingwith N2 in bright limb spectra. The calculationsare basedon the known
Titan's exosphere as the source of the observedemission products of electron-excited N2, using experimental cross
sections when available. The various separable emission
from the sunlit hemisphere. Since the threshold for NII
(1085-/•)emission
from N: is 36 eV the excitingparticles productswere synthesizedand fitted to the observedspectra
must have energy in excessof plasmacorotationenergy. Of to obtain system intensities. A comparison of the reduced
the potential candidatesthe most viable is energeticmagne- intensities was then made with model calculations for differtospheric electrons or accelerated photoelectronsbecause ent electron energy distributions.The calculationsshownin
the protons and heavy ions measuredby the PlasmaScience Table 1 apply Maxwell-Boltzmann electron energy distribuExperiment are not sufficientlyenergetic [Bridge et al., tions under optically thin conditions.The high-temperature
1981]. Detailed model calculationsgiven below indicatethat (106 K) distribution
is representative
of primaryelectron
the N: Birge-Hopfield (BH) and Lyman-Birge-Hopfield excitationin the exosphere.
The low-temperature
(2 x 105
(LBH) bands as well as other N2 bands are also present in K) distribution is roughly equivalent to the dominant (secthe spectrum.
ondary) electron distributionproducedin an atmosphereat
The N: RYD bands have a small but significantprobability the exobase and lower altitudes, where the differential flux
of predissociation[Zipf and McLaughlin, 1978].The branch- of secondary electrons take on an E -n, n = 1.4 energy
ing ratio of the 0-0 band to the 0-1 band is 1:0.17 [Ziplet al., dependence [cf. Shemansky et al., 1972]. It is clear that
1982].Thustheobservation
of the0-0bandat 958,• places excitation processesare simplifiedin the model sinceseveral
an upper limit on the permissibleoptical depth betweenthe features in the observations are not modeled at all, and the
excitation source and the Voyager spacecraft. On the basis disk average/bright limb spectra show distinct real differof its oscillator strength and laboratory data (E. C. Zipf, ences. The model calculations shown in the figures include
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Titan Data

Observed Intensity, R*
Disk

Species
N2 RYD (0, 0) 958.0
N2 RYD (0, 1) 981.0
N2 RYD (0, 2) 1003.2
N2 RYD (3, 0) 903.6
N2 RYD (3, 2) 944.5
N2 RYD (3, 3) 964.0
N2 RYD (4, 0) 886.8
N2 BH (1, v'•)

N2BH (5,0) (954.0
N2 LBH system

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

(1412 • •)
(1327 • •)
(1311 • •)
(1243 0
(1200 0
(1177 0
(1168 0
(1164 0

NI (1134
NIX (1085ø
s0
NIX (916Aø)
NIX (776Aø)
Nil (747Aø)
Nil (671 A)

NI + e--) NII+ 2e(645
H2 (Lyman & Werner)

HI (1216

CO4thpoos.
(3,0 (1447
NeI (736A)
ArI (1048 A)

[N½I]/[N2]
[ArI]/[N2]*
[H2]/[N2]
[CO]/[N2]
[HI]/[N2]

Bright

Te = 106K

T• = 2.0 x 105K't'

12
8.6
7.0

21
21
5.8

212
36
4.2

110
18.7
2.2

5.6
0.2
0.5
6.3

1.8
2.0
4.1
1.0

25
0.3

96
0.3
8.2
2.2
1.7
6.0

N2 b' VAL (17,0) (866.9oA)
N2 b' VAL (9, 0) (907.5A)o
N2 m = 5 •H v = 0 (835.4A)

NI (1493)'•)

Predicted Intensity

Limb

Average

N2b' VAL(3,0)(942.5
N2c3•H,•(2,0) (920.0•)

1363

97

33

33

180

426

2.7

29O
2.9
1.4
0.7
1.4
5.0

15
0.8
1.0
3.1
8.0
30
5.3
5.3
1.1
7.9
12

49
2.6
3.2
11
27
102
18
18
3.6
27
42

61
4
2.7
9.6
39
166
15
15
3.4
24
88

1.0
0.3
0.3
0.8

3.5
1.1
1.1
2.8

11.5
2.3
2.6
6.3

<0.2

21
1.1
1.5
4.9
11.6
43
8.2
8.4
1.6
12
15
1.2
0.4
0.4
1.0

<2.0

<16

700

700

<2
<0.2
<6

1x
6x
6x
5x
1x

10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-•

R = 3900 km

[N2 = 2 x 10• cm3

*See Figures 1 and 5.

,Based
one + N2inoptically
thingasfor2 x 10•øW average
inputtothedayside
planet.
An
electron
temperature
of 2 x 105K is approximately
equivalent
to anauroral
secondary
electron
differential
fluxdistribution
oftheformE-nwithn = 1.4.Anelectron
temperature
of106K maybe

taken
asappropriate
forprimary
electron
excitation
above
theexobase.
ForTe= 2 x 105
K,the
inferredinputis 5 x 109W.

,WiththeSmith
etal. [1982]
eddydiffusion
profile,
theratios
forNeIandArIare0.002
and0.6,

respectively,at the surface.

to generate
mostof theexcitation
the significant
linesof NI; theN2 LBH, BH, andRYD tronswouldbe expected
from
magnetospheric
electron
precipitation,
ratherthanthe
systems;
theN2Rydberg
•IIuC3(2-0)andC4(0,0)bands;
the
primary
electrons.
The
intensity
ratio
of
N2
BH/N2
LBHfNII
N2Rydberg
•Zu+ c4'(v' = 3,4)bandsystems;
theN2valence
b' •Zu+ (17,0),(9,0),and(3,0)bands;
andtheNII multiplets1085• is sensitiveto electronenergydistributionasillustratthe observations
at645,671,747,776,
916,and1085
• (seeTables
1and2). ed in Table1. The difficultyin reconciling
is thatthededuced
intensities
of
The 900-• to 1200-• regionof the brightlimb spectrum withthe modelcalculations
the
NII
1085-/•,
N2
BH,
and
N2
LBH
emissions
cannot
be
(Figure
5)shows
fewersignificant
emission
features
thanthe

witha single
electron
energy
distribution.
The
diskaverage
spectrum
(Figure1)andfitsthemodel
calcula-produced
N2BHfNII 1085-/•ratiorequires
a dominance
of
tions more satisfactorily.
The modelfit to both spectra observed
low-energy
electrons,
whereas
the
N2
BHfN2
LBH
ratio
depends
rathercritically
onthestrong
presence
of theN2
a dominance
ofhigh-energy
electrons.
It ispossible
BHbands,
which
appear
inthe980-/•-1250-•
region.
The requires
containa mixof low-andhigh-altitude
modelcalculations
givea bestfit to theobservations
witha thatthe observations
Te - 2 x 105K electron
energydistribution,
whichis emissionswith differentcharacteristicelectrontemperatures
(Figure5)
characteristic
of auroralsecondaryelectrons.Theseelec- for excitation,sincethe brightlimb spectrum
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Fig. 2. HI Ly a (1216fl,) andN2 emission
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functionof altitudeaboveplanetcenter.The emissionstructureis

described
in thetext.The slitwidth,drawnto scaleonthefigure,is
about200 km; slit length1700km. The observational
sequence
is
UTBLM2 startingat aboutday 317/3:00U.T.
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Fig. 4. Averagespectrumof the 4800-4300-kmregionof the

plotin Figure2. A distinct
feature
at657__.• isobserved
along
with
possibleweak N2 band emission.

complex and that optically thick N2 bands whose excited
states predissociateand branch to longer wavelengthsare
exceedinglydifficult to accurately model. Some additional
features in this region that are shown by the disk average
spectrum(Figure 1) are NI and NII transitionsproducedby
We reiteratethatthe850-1200-•regionof thespectrum
is electronimpacton N2. Fischeret al. [ 1980]andMorgan and
shows an apparent N2 RYD (0,1)/(0,0) band ratio indicating
an optically thin source (ratio < 1), whereas the N2 RYD/N2
BH ratio is characteristicof an optically thick source.To this
extent, estimates of emission altitude are uncertain, and
some of the emissionmay arise below the exobaseregion.
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Fig. 5. Bright limb spectrumof Titan in the 3900-3400-km
Fig. 3. The emissionspectrum
observed
at 5000kmfromplanet regioncontaining
theN2 emission
peakat 3660km (seeFigure2).
center.The spectralfeatureat 1044_+5 • is notdetected
at other Integrationtime290 s. The heavyoverplotted
spectrum
is a model
altitudes.The heavy plottedspectrumis a modelcalculationof ArI calculationas describedin Figure 1. Table 1 lists the estimated
excitedby electronsat a temperatureof 105K.
intensitiesof the modeledspectrum.
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E (eV), cm2
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Electron Impact Cross Sectionsfor N2
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series radiation measurable to the Rydberg limit. Model
calculations(D. E. Shemanskyet al., unpublishedmanuscript, 1982), of the relative cout•t rate in the EUV instru-

30

50

80-120

(N2+)
(H +)

1.1 (-16)
5 (- 18)

1.5 (-16)
2.8 (- 17)

1.9 (-16)
6.0 (- 17)

(H(2D)+ N(4S))o

1.4(- 16)

1.6(- 16)

1.7(- 16)

minimizedfor HI emission,indicatean upper limit of 150R

3.8 (-19)
2.7 (- 18)

for both [H2] and [HI] are comparableto the measuredCH4
density [Smith et al., this issue]. Samuelson et al. [1981]
have determined an H2 mixing ratio of 0.002 in the lower
atmospherefrom Voyager IRIS data.

(H2, 958 + 981 A)

1.1 (- 17)
in 1216-•radiation
for electron
excitation.
Thisplaces
an
3.9(- 18) upper limit of [HI]/[N2] < 0.1 at =3800 km. The upperlimits

6.5 (- 18)

1.0 (- 17)

(NII, 1085
3,)

0

1.4(- 18)

(NIX,916.0Ao)
(NI, 1492.6A}

0
6.4 (- 19)

9.4 (-20)
1.9(- 18)

(HI, 1310.97 A)

2.5 (-19)

4.6 (-19)

4.5 (-19)

(HI, 1200]•)
(HI, 1176.9]•)

1.2(- 18)
2.8(- 19)

3.7(- 18)
6.5(- 19)

6.7(- 18)
5.9(- 19)

1.6(-19)

1.6(-19)

(HI, 1164.30
A)
(HI, 1134 A)
H2 BH v' = 1
H:, LBH

6.8(-20)

5.6 (- 19)
2.0 (- 18)
2.4 (- 17)

1.0 (- 18)
2.0 (- 18)
1.3 (- 17)

mentat channel
41 (910•), whereopticaldeptheffects
are

1.2 (- 18)
1.4 (- 18)
6.4 (- 18)

Mentall [1981] show N2 laboratory discharge spectra con-

Argon and Neon

Upper limits on argon and neon estimatedby Broadfoot et
al. [1981]are retainedas satisfactoryestimatesin the present
work on the dayside disk and bright limb spectra. The
spectrumfor a sharply peaked region at 5000 km in the limb

tainingN2-band
emission
at 867• and887• andNII linesat
in Figure3 exhibits
a strong
lineat 1044-+5 ]k
645, 67!, 747,776, and916• thataccountfor someof the scandisplayed
features in the disk-averagedspectrum of Figure 1. On the

close to the location of the ArI 1048-• resonanceline. The
intensity of the observedline is 90 R and would require what

otherhandtheunidentified
emissions
longward
of 1250• at
the 1330-,1400-,and1600-•regions
arenotattributable
to appears to be an unreasonableamount of ArI at that altitude.
N2 or N2 dissociationproducts.
Using the model calculation shown in Table 1, we require
a disk average (hemisphere)energy depositionrate of =0.05

ergscm-2s-• anda totalof 5 x 109W on the basisof LBH
emission. This sets a lower limit on energy depositionrate
since the modeled N2 LBH bands are a lower limit in the
synthesisof the observedemission.These rates produce9 x

The projecteddensity[N2] = 1.3 x 104cm-3 fromthe EUV

occultation experiment [Smith et al., this issue] would

require an electron density [el = 1 x 103 cm-3 at a
temperatureof Te = 1 x 106K to accountfor the weak

featu,re
at960]k(N2RYD)inFigure
3.If thefeature
at 1044
]k is thenattributed
to ArI, we require[ArI] = 104cm-3,

giving [ArI]/[N2] = 1 at 5000 km and implyingthat argonis
108cm-2s-• N2+ ions,1.8 x 109NI atoms,and 1.6 x 108 the major constituentof the lower atmosphere.Note that the

lineis notdetected
at higheror loweraltitudes
(see
cm-2s-• NII ions.The approximate
sourcealtitudeof the 1048-]k

Figures 3, 4, 5). However, the nature of the data indicates
that
this line is real and extends over an altitude range of
[N2] = 5 X 108cm-3, Smithet al., thisissue).This is not
=250
km centered at 5000 km. Figure 3 shows a model
necessarilyin conflict with the bright limb peak observation
at 3660 km since the emission is not symmetrical and the calculationof ArI emissionfor an electrontemperatureof Te
Theabsence
of a
bright limb observationprobably representsa lower limit to = 105K andpointsoutanaddeddifficulty.
strong
ArI
feature
at
866-876]k
requires
a
much
lower
the emissionaltitude, especiallyfor optically thick lines. The
than105K for collisional
excitation
by
emissionis observed only from the sunlit hemisphere(away electrontemperature
from Saturn) and preferentially in the quadrant facing into electrons. Another possibleexcitation mechanismis ArII +
N2 --• N2+ + ArI, but againwe require highly unusual
the corotating magnetosphericplasma.
physical circumstances.
majority emission is estimated to be =3800 -+ 200 km (where

UPPER LIMIT

ON CO ON TITAN

Upper limits on CO in Titan's upper atmospherecan be
obtained from the absenceof distinct features in the Voyager

Other Emission

Features

The persistent
featureat 657+- 3 ]k thatappears
in the

UVS spectrumbecauseof CO A• II -X • Z (3-0) band averaged spectrumin the 4800-4300-km range (Figure 4), in
emission
at 1447•,. The absence
of anyfeatureat 1447• the region of the peak N2-band emissionat 3660 km and in
gives an upper limit intensity of 2 R for the 3-0 4th positive
band of CO, which when coupled with the e + CO cross
sectionfrom Mumma et al. [1971] and comparedwith the N2
BH bands, produces an upper limit of [CO]/[N2] = 0.05 in
the upper atmosphere.With identical massesthis upper limit
should apply to the lower atmosphereas well.

spectrajust insidethe planet's limb as part of the bright limb
scan, does not show a correlation with the N2 bands. This is
consistent with our identification of this feature as partly
belonging to NII emission from electron impact on NI.
However, our analysisrequiresan additionalemissionline at

=657• to adequately
account
forthisfeature(seeFigure5).

This emission is clearly associatedwith the planet because
Hydrogen
the feature is not measurablein spectraabove 5000 km. The
Electron excitation of H2 producesstrongemissionin the intensity of the feature shows little or no Chapman effect
EUV Lyman and Werner bands. The structure of these band since in the 4800-4300-km region it is =5 R; at 3660 km, = 10
systems have been modeled (D. E. Shemansky et al., R; and =1 R in the disk-averaged spectrum. However,
unpublishedmanuscript, 1982), and a limit on their contribu- absorption of the radiation by N2 may be important and
tion to the emissionspectrumwas estimatedby Broadfoot et would significantly modify the limb profile. A search for
al. [1981]. The N2 model calculationsapplied to the observa- plausible source specie has produced no result for the
tions in the present work have reduced the estimated H2 additional emission line.
The spectrumof Figure 1 containsseveral emissionsthat
emissionupper limit by a factor of =3 to [H2]/[N2] < 0.06 as
given in Table 1. Electron excitation of HI producesLyman may not be attributableto N2, NI(4S), or NII. There are
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TABLE 3.

Ion Chemistry

Reaction

e* +N2

0.45

•

0.10

N + +N+2e

---) N (ZD) + N (4S)
N• + + CH4 ----> CH3+ + N• + H + 1.3 eV
N + +CH4

HCN + + CH4

HzCN + +e
Nz+ + H•
N•H + + e
N + + Hz
NH + +Nz

Yield

---> N2+ +2e

--•
-->
-->
-->
-->
'->
•
•
•
-->
•
--•

CH• + + N2 + H• + 0.7 eV
CH3+ +N+H+0.3eV
CH4+ + N + 1.8 eV
HzCN + + H + H + 3.3 eV
HCN + + Hz + H + 1.35 eV
H•CN + + CH3 + 2.9 eV
C2H3+ + NH• + 0.8 eV
HCN+H
H2H + + H
Nz+ H
NH + + H
N2H + +N

0.45
0.92
0.08
0.53
0.04
0.32
0.10
0.84
0.16

UPPER ATMOSPHERE IN THE EUV

made, however. Triplet statesconstitute a minor fraction of
the electron impact cross section for dissociation. Since the
oscillator strengths,cross sections,and transition probabili-

ties are all proportionalto eachother, the integratedoscillator strengthover the 12.1-19.0-eV region, when weighted by
the dissociation probability, must be proportional to the
integrated electron impact dissociationcross sectionfor N2.

Because
predissociation
of N2singletstatesleadsto N(4S)+
N(2D)products
[cf. Oranet al., 1975],onlyN2singletstates
excited to 9.76 + 2.38 + 2(0.33) = 12.8 eV and above will
produce escapingN atoms. The approximate fraction of N
atoms originating from states in the !2.8-19-eV region is
0.85. Thus on Titan, =85% of the dissociated N atoms have
suflScientenergyto escape,considerablylarger than the 16%
calculated for Mars [cf. McElroy et al., 1976]. With the usual
assumption that half are directed into the upward hemispherethe conclusionis that =40% of the N atomsproduced
in the exosphereescape. From the disk-averagedintensities
for the N2 RYD bandsgiven in Table 1, which must originate
from the exosphere, we infer a magnetosphericdissipation

features
at ! 160,•, = 1250•, 1330•, 1400,•, = !510,•, and
in the 1550-!670-•region.Possible
contributors
to these ratein theexosphere
aloneof =0.02ergscm-2 s-•, approxi-

emissionsare CI, NI(2D), and CII. The ion CII produces mately 0.4 of the total dissipation rate in the atmosphere.
strong
features
at904,•, 1037
3,and1335
3,fromtheprocessThus 7 x 108N atomsare producedin the exosphere,
e + CII. The distributionsof CII emissionproducedby e +
approximately
2•rRex
2 x 7 x 108x 0.4 = 3 x 1026
N atoms
CI and e + CH4 have not been investigated.Emissionfrom s-1 are suppliedto the magnetosphere
and/orsolarwind

CI ground-state
connected
linesappear
at 9453,, 1158,•,
1189,•, 1193
,•, 1261
,•, 1277
,•, 1280
,•, 1329
,•, 1561
,•, and
16573,, suggesting
a possibility
of CI contributions
to the
observedspectrum,althoughthe emissionspectrumhasnot

beenmodeled.
ElectronimpactonNI (2D),whichmayhave

from Titan. This is equivalent to the lossof 0.2 of the present
N2 atmosphereover the age of the solar system.However we
note that an estimate of long-term loss is subject to the
considerable uncertainty in temporal morphology of the
position of the solar bow shock region. The net production

appreciableconcentrationin the upper atmosphere,could rate of N atomsbelowthe exobaseis =1 x 109 cm-2 s-•, of
produceanomalousintensitiesof the doubletmultipictsat whichonehalf are in the metastable
2D level[cf. Oranet al.,

1164,1168,1177,1243,1311,1320,1327,1412,and1493,•. 1975]. A global average (x 0.5) and an adjustmentof the
Based on the source strengthof N(ZD) in the exosphere production rate/flux in Titan's spherical atmosphere to the
givenbelowwe estimatean N(:D) densityat the exobaseof

surface,RT, by (R•x/RT)
2yieldsa netproduction
rateof 8 x

-•2 x 106cm-3 andexosphere
columndensityof 4 x 1013 108cm-2 s-• for eachN(4S)andN(2D) by magnetospheric

cm-2 with lossprocesses
of radiativedecay,quenching
by
CH4, and moleculardiffusion.Assumingelectronimpacton

interaction.

As indicated in a previous section, magnetosphericinter-

N(2D) hasa comparable
crosssectionto e + N(4S)for action with Titan' s upper atmosphereleadsto the production
electronic excitation, we estimatethat --•100R of the above of substantial
N2+ andN +, =9 x 108,and 1.8 x 108cm-2

doubletmultipictradiationwouldbe producedon the basis s-1, respectively.
In Table3 theprobableion chemistry
of
of the observed N2 RYD band emissionfrom Titan's exo-

nitrogen ions is briefly sketched;all ion molecule reactions

sphere.For someof thesemultipictsthe atmosphere
will be are of order10-9 cm3 s-• with oneexception,NH3+ + H2
moderatelyoptically thick at line center, even in the exo- [Huntresset al., 1980];N2+ is rapidly convertedto CH3+
sphere.
and CH2+ with the N2 bond unbroken.NII reactsrapidly

Partof theemission
spectrum
at 14003, andthe 1550- with CH4 to form NI atoms and hydrocarbon ions with
1670-,•regionmaybedueto solarradiation
albedo.
If allof =57% yield andH2CN+ andHCN + with 32%and 10%yield,

the emissionwere attributed to solar radiation scattering,we

respectivey.HCN + is rapidly convertedto H2CN+ with
would require a geometricalbedo in the range 0.1-0.15. C2H3+ a minor path. Further reactionof H2CN+ is not
These are rather large albedosin comparisonwith the value possiblewith hydrocarbons[McEwan et al., 1981], and it is
0.025, which was obtainedby Caldwell et al. [1981]at 2200 mostprobablethat thisterminalion dissociatively
recom-

,•. Flourescence
of C2H2emerges
in thevisiblewavelengthsbines to HCN. Thus approximately40% of all NII would be

[Okabe, 1975] and also could not accountfor the observed converteddirectly to HCN, with the remaining60% converted to NI atoms. However, the density structure of Titan's
exosphere is still uncertain (see below) and H2 may be as
N2 PHYSICALCHEMISTRY
abundant as CH4, even thoughit has an N2 scaleheight as a
At the exobase, only 0.33 eV is needed for N atoms to consequenceof rapid escape. (Smith et al. this issue, give a
escapeTitan. For N2 dissociatio
n via singletstatesit is CH4 mixing ratio of 0.08 at 3700 km, whereas Samuelsonet
possibleto estimate the fraction of N atoms producedat al. [198!] obtained an H2 mixing ratio of 0.002 in the lower
energies in excess of 0.33 eV with the dipole allowed atmosphere.)If [H2] >> [CH4], then NII would be converted
oscillator strengthsof Wight et al. [1976]. No estimatefor to N and N2+ to N2 as shownin Table 3. In eithercasethe
of terminalhydrocarbonand H2CN+
excitationof triplet N2 statesby low-energyelectronscanbe rapid recombination
features.
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ions would indicate a quick decay of the ionosphereat sunset best supportfor this conclusionfrom the data is the N2 RYD/
and a negligiblenighttime ionosphere.If we assumethat N2 LBH intensity ratio, which is an order of magnitudelower
ionization by magnetosphericinteraction is produced over than an optically thin model calculation.
the altitude range 3600-4100 km with a recombinationrate of
The conclusionthat the N2 RYD bandsare optically thick
3 x 10-6 cm3 s-•, appropriate
for hydrocarbon
ions,thenan in the region of strongN2 LBH emissionrequiresan increase

averagedaysideelectrondensityof =3 x 103cm-3 wouldbe
maintained.

Note that all reactions are considerably exothermic, and
the light fragment, mostly H atoms, may be releasedwith
velocity in excess of the escape velocity. In the case of

in estimatedrate of electronenergydeposition,5 x 109W
(0.05 ergs cm-2 s-l), over the Broadfootet al. [1981]
estimateof 0.02 ergscm-2 s-1, whichappliesonlyto the

exosphere.The new energydepositionrequirementsexceed
the solar EUV deposition rate by a factor of =10 and
dissociative recombination the H atoms will be translationalemphasizethe point madein the earlier work that photoelecly hot. On the basisof N2+ and NII productionratesin the trons cannot directly provide the required energy. However
exosphere and the assumption of one hot H atom per it is possiblethat photoelectronsserve as a catalyst for the
ionization,
thenonthermal
escape
rateis =2 x 108H atoms generation of energetic electrons, since we do not observe
cm-2 s-• in theupwardhemisphere
onthedayside
fora total N2 emissionfrom the darksideatmosphere.The altitude at
of 2 X 1026S-1 suppliedto Saturn'smagnetosphere.
Since which most of the energy is depositedis almost certainly
these H atomshave considerablevelocity they may populate above3600km ([N2] = 6 x 109cm-3),wherethe verticalN2
the 'torus' observed by the Voyager UVS at Lyman a, abundance
is =4 x 10•6cm-2, thepointat whichproduction
extending from Titan inward to Rhea [Broadfoot et al.,
of photoelectronsis near its peak (see note added in proof).
1981].
We arrive at this conclusionbecausethe bright limb observaIn addition, solar radiation produces photoelectronsin tions, which peak at 3660 km in N2 emission, have no
Titan's thermosphere that ionize and dissociate N2 and significantCHn absorptioneffects. Here the slant path CHn
excite UV radiation from N2 RYD bands. The radiation from opticaldepthat 960• is = 1. Thebrightlimbemission
peak
this source will be trapped at these large optical depths at 3660 km must then be taken as a minimum altitude of
(=100) and converted to chemical energy. Radiation pro- maximum energy deposition.It is possiblethat the region of
duced by the N2 LBH and BH bandsexcited by photoelec- maximum emissionin the N2 BH bandsis as low as 3800 km
trons may be observed by the UVS. The bulk of the ([N2]= 5 x 108cm-3),wheretheverticalopticaldepthto the
photoelectronsof interestwill have energiesof 25-35 eV and N2 RYD (0, 0) band is >> 1.
hencecannotefficiently
produceNII (1085-/•)radiation, The Titan airglow observationscertainly require further
which has a threshold of 36 eV. Based on the solar spectrum, analysis with more comprehensivemodel calculations in
approximately
2.5 x 108photoelectrons
cm-2 s-• will be order to understand the complexity of the excitation pro-

produced
between25-35eV and=10s cm-2 s-• withener-

cesses. There

gies 40-55 eV. The latter photoelectronswill produce less

apparently do not originate with N2 or its dissociation
products. The phenomenonat 5000 km is difficult to explain
with plausible physical processes.The unidentifiedfeature

than1 R of NII (1085/•). If oneionpairis produced
per
photoelectron,then with the crosssectiondata in Table 1 a

are a number

of unidentified

emissions

that

atveryhighaltitude
sinceit is
production
rateof =4 x 108cm-2 s-• for eachN(2D)and at657+-3 ]kmustbeproduced
N(nS) atoms and =4 x 107 NII cm-2 s-• will result. observed in the 4800-4300-km region and does not show a
Dissociative ionization of N2 by solar photonswill produce

strong dependenceon N2 column depth in lower regions of

=108NII cm-2 s-•. Photodissociation
of N2 by predissocia- the bright limb scan.
tion in the numerousbandsbetween800-1000/• leadsto a
Note added in proof.' The structure of the N2 LBH

production
rateof •-108cm-2 s-• for eachN(2D)andN(nS) system under optically thick conditionsshowsthe develop[Oran et al., 1975]. With a global average and adjustmentto mentof spectralshapessimilarto thosein the observe•d
data
1300• and1450•. A roughestimate
indicates
that
Titan's surface, solar photonsand photoelectronsgenerate between
N(2D),N(nS),andNII at a rateof =2.5 x 108,2.5 x 108,and an optically thick LBH model couldproducean approximate

7 x 107cm-2 s-•, respectively.
Theseratesare lessthan

factor

of 4 increased

emission

rate

at the

source.

The

difficulty discussedin the text relating to the N2 BH/N2
Cosmicraysproduceapproximately
l0s ion pairscm-2 LBH/NII 1085-]k emission ratio would then tend to be
s-• in Titan'slower stratosphere
[Caponeet al., 1980],of removed. However, this alternate explanation of excitation
which20%areNII. In addition,
approximately
7 • 107cm-2 conditions would require a factor of 4 increase in energy
s-• of each N(2D) and N(nS) will result from secondary deposition.Moreover, the majority of the depositedenergy
electrons dissociatingN2. Higher hydrocarbonscan be pro- must then occur at much greater depths in the atmosphere.
duced via subsequention chemistry [Capone et al., 1980].
The energy deposition rate given in the text should thus be
production rates by magnetosphericelectrons.

DISCUSSION

regarded as the minimum rate that can be tolerated in the
interpretation of the data. A more definitive conclusion in

The major difference between the preliminary analysis regardto the excitationcharacteristics
will requ'.tre
further,,
[Broadfoot et al. 1981] of the Voyager 1 EUV observations more refined, model calculations.
of Titan and the present work is the conclusionthat some

strongemission
in the900-1500-•regionoriginates
deepin
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